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The proof is completed by observing that

f   Q(kf) dp^zZ H2cmMEmJ ^ E ccso.
J 0 n-l
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ON A COMBINATORIAL PROBLEM OF ERDOS

D. KLEITMAN

Let C(ra, m) denote the binomial coefficient ra!/(ra?!ra — m\). Let

S be a set containing N elements and let Jbea collection of subsets

of 5 with the property that if A, B and C are distinct elements of X,

then AVJBt^C. Erdos [l], [2], has conjectured that X contains at

most KCiN, [N/2]) elements where K is a constant independent of

X and N. The problem is related to a result of Sperner [3 ] to the effect

that if the collection X has the more restrictive property that no ele-

ment of X contains any other, then X can have at most CiN, [N/2\j

elements.

We show below that Erdos' conjecture for 7C = 23'2 can be deduced

directly from Sperner's result.

Let Ln be defined by

LN = 2WWCiN - [N/2], [UN - [N/2])])

+ 2ir-vmC([N/2], [iV/4]).

An easy calculation shows that LN is always less than 23/2C(7V, [N/2 ])

to which it is asymptotic for large N. We prove:

Theorem. If X is a family of subsets of an N element set S such that

no three distinct A, B, C in X satisfy A\JB = C, then X has less than

Lx elements.

Proof. For any finite set T and family X of subsets of T define

mT{X) = {A E X\ B E X and B C A imply B = A].
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Note that mr(X) satisfies the hypothesis of Sperner's theorem and

hence mr(X) contains at most C(M, [M/2]) where M is the number

of elements in P.

Let S= Ti\JT2 where Ti(~\T, = 0 and Pi contains [/tf/2] elements.

For each subset A QS let

Dj(A) = {BE X\BC\Tj= AC\Tj), j = 1, 2.

Note that m,(D,(A)) and mTl({BC\Ti\ BED2(A)}) have the same

number of elements. In consequence, since Pi has [/V/2] elements,

m,(D2(A)) can have at most C([7V/2], [7^/4]) elements. Similarly

m,(Di(A)) can have at most C(N- [N/2], [±(N-[N/2])]) ele-

ments.

Next we show that if A EX then A Em,(T>i(A))\Jm,(D2(A)). Sup-

pose A EX and A Em,(Di(A))VJms(D2(A)). Then there are subsets Pi

and B, such that BjC\Tj = AC\Py, Bj^A, BjCA, BjEX,j = l, 2. But
then, BiUB2 = A and Pi and B, and A are distinct and hence A EX.

Thus we have shown thatXCLUex {(m(Di(A))\Jm(D2(A))}.

Note that m,(Di(A)) =ms(Di(B)) if AC\Ti = BC\Ti. Hence there

are at most 2[Ar/2) distinct families m,(Di(A)), one for each distinct

AC\Ti. Similarly, there are at most 2iV_[JV/2! distinct families

m,(D,(A)). Hence the number of elements in X is at most Ln- Ln can

be reduced by C([7vy2], [N/A-])-C(N-[N/2], [%(N-[N/2])]) by
taking into account the overlap between the elements of the

m,(Di)'s   and   m,(D2)'s.

The proof above makes use of only part of the hypothesis; namely,

that X contains no subset A which is a union of two others, B and C,

with

b r\ Ti = a r\ tu

C(~\(S - Ti) = Ar\(S - Ti),

for a given [7V"/2] element subset Pi of 5. One can construct an X

satisfying these conditions with only 2C([7V"/2], [7V/4])C(7^- [7V/2],

§ [TV— [iV/2] ]) — 1 elements fewer than the maximum noted above,

so that 23'2C(7V, [N/2])(l+o(N)) is a best bound, for families X

subject to this weaker restriction.

The upper limit 23/2 deduced for K above is not a best estimate

under the more general limitation on X suggested by Erdos. If we

use the fact that the intersections with Pi of the elements of the PVs

must form a family satisfying our hypotheses for the [7^/2] element

set Pi, the estimate for K given above can be reduced by approxi-

mately 5 percent for large N. The best value for K is probably 2
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(realized for 7V= 1) and, if the maximum number of elements of X is

written as KNCiN, [N/2]) it may be that Ks approaches as N in-

creases.

The result may be straightforwardly extended to collections X

restricted such that no element contains the union of j others. One

can deduce.73/2C(7v", [iV/2]) as upper limit on the number of elements

in such an X.

I would like to thank Dr. E. Brown for his help.
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